RT Stone guarantees the registered owner of the installed iStone by RT Stone products against
manufacturing defects for a period of TEN (10) YEARS as of the date of purchase.
Please keep the purchase invoice. This Letter of Warranty shall only be fully valid if the consumer is
registered within 30 days following purchase of the product, as specified in the corresponding
paragraph, and submits the original invoice or sales receipt (indicating the date of sale and the name of
the product distributor), placing the defective product at the disposal of RT Stone.

RT Stone reserves the right to not offer the free warranty service if the requirements established in the
previous paragraph are not satisfied or if the information provided by the consumer is false, incomplete
or illegible.

Included in the warranty
The obligation of RT Stone for a period of TEN (10) YEARS to replace the defective product in the terms
and conditions specified herein, with the same features (colour, thickness, etc.) as those of the product
acquired by the customer.
This warranty covers RT Stone products destined for two-dimensional applications, such as worktops,
facings, and wall and floor coverings that are installed permanently inside the consumer or product end
user’s home (or property intended for use other than as a residence). It is important that the choice of
colour and finish be final before the purchase is fully agreed, since later changes of choice are not
covered by this warranty.
This Letter of Warranty is, in any case, subject to strict observance by the consumer of the instructions
of use and maintenance of the iStone by RT Stone products that are specified in the existing manuals
for the various product applications.

Excluded in the warranty
Any type of damage caused directly or indirectly in any type of action, work or intervention by third
parties unrelated to RT Stone such as: problems caused by an incorrect finish/ preparation of the
product, by inappropriate installation methods or by any other modification or manipulation of the
original iStone by RT Stone products, such as variations of colour, thermal impact or inappropriate
chemical treatment, performed by third parties unrelated to RT Stone.
Damage arising from the improper use, including but not limited to (I) use of the product for purposes
for which it is not intended; (II) use of the product in a manner that does not respect applicable
technical or security regulations. (III) non-compliance with the instructions contained in the use and
maintenance manual; and (IV) exposure of the product on the exterior of buildings.
Natural disasters, damage caused by interaction with other products or any other cause that is beyond
the control of RT Stone.
Chipping. This is not the result of faulty material but the consequence of rubbing or knocking objects on
the edges of the bench top surface.

Any consequent or unforeseen damage, loss or expense, aside from the product itself, including for
information purposes but not limited to them, damage to other products, installations or additional or
supplementary repairs in connection with plumbing, electrical or masonry work that may be necessary
in order to repair or replace the iStone by RT Stone products covered by this warranty, are exclusively
excluded Letter of Warranty from this warranty and shall be the exclusive responsibility of the
consumer.
Likewise, this warranty expressly excludes any detriment that may arise from the time of the
appearance of the covered defect, including that caused during the process of filing and handling of the
claim, and during the entire period in which the product is being replaced. This exclusion is extended to
cover any detriment, including loss of earnings, that may be caused to trading, commercial, professional
or merely residential activities that the consumer, purchaser of the product or any third party may
suffer.
Any problem or damage arising from exposure of the product to intense and continuous use during
prolonged periods of time: this includes fading, loss or diminishing of performance and aesthetic
qualities, and raising of floor surfaces, among others.
Problems, damage or inconvenience arising from the production of static electricity or woing to the use
of products destined to eliminating or reducing their effects.
Damage that may be caused by deficiencies or omissions in the technical projects on which
construction of the buildings where RT Stone products are installed is based.
Differences between samples and photographs of any iStone by RT Stone products and the real
product purchased are also excluded. Furthermore, marks produced by the material’s own components
and polish defects are also excluded, given that under no circumstance does RT Stone commercialise
products presenting said defects for whatever reason.
This warranty shall no longer be valid in the event of repairs and/or manipulation of the product without
due verification by RT Stone.
This warranty only covers replacement of the defective product with another of similar characteristics
(colour, thickness, etc.) as the one acquired by the customer unless this is impossible owing to its
discontinuation. It will be replaced, by the most similar available at that time.

Use of this warranty
To be effective, the warranty must be activated at iStone by RT Stone websites www.rtstone.co.uk
On this website, data needed for registration is requested, from the point of sale and/or stone. mason
and the client, for this reason we recommend that the client activation takes place directly at the point
of sale or at the stone masons. Once the activation process is complete, the customer will have the
option of receiving a printed copy of the warranty.
Refference:
Name :
Fabricator name:

File a claim
If you believe that your iStone by RT Stone products has a defect and you wish to file a claim in
accordance with this warranty, please contact the RT Stone Customer Service Department by e-mail or
by phone, indicating your warranty number, at the following: 1 Boundary Road East Lane, Wembley

HA9 7NFTel: 020 3372 5489 info@rtstone.co.uk

What RT Stone will do If the product has a defect

If a defect occurs to the iStone by RT Stone products under the terms and conditions of this
warranty, RT Stone, following appropriate verification, shall replace the material necessary to produce
the iStone by RT Stone products RT Stone is authorised to grant warranties for iStone quartz
surfaces and/or recycled by RT Stone

Special conditions of the warranty for end products
iStone by RT Stone end products made as three-dimensional surfaces, such as kitchen sinks, wash
basins and shower trays, are guaranteed against possible defects occurring during product manufacture
for a period of TWO (2) YEARS, under the terms, conditions and restrictions described for other iStone
by RT Stone products

